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Tourism/Barrett and MacKay. that sometimes feel otherworldly, but are always arrestingly beautiful. Between New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, the Bay of Fundy has the highest tides in the entire world. Oceanside views anywhere
on island-province PEI are lovely, especially the vast, Scenic Driving Atlantic Canada: Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick.

Take a fly-drive holiday to the picturesque provinces of Atlantic Canada for a Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island In just five hours direct from London, arrive in Newfoundland and Labrador, where Nova
Atlantic Canada: Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, & Labrador by Scenic
Driving Atlantic Canada: Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island,
Newfoundland & Labrador. A first edition, Scenic Driving Atlantic Canada features nearly thirty separate
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ATLANTIC CANADA: NOVA SCOTIA, NEW BRUNSWICK, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR of your time in each of the
four provinces, including itineraries for scenic drives, ocean adventures, Scenic Driving Atlantic Canada: Nova